2022 General Parade Information
October 16, 2022

Contingent Orientation
• A representative of each Parade entry is asked to attend a Parade Meeting. This is the time to ask specific questions directly to the parade team who will be running day of operations, and is to assist in a smooth and joyful experience during the on the Parade route.
• Date and Time TBA. (This will be a virtual meeting!)

Entry Size Limits:
• The entire Parade entry may be no longer than 100 feet
• No single vehicle may be longer than 50 feet, wider than 8 feet, or higher than 13.5 feet.
• No vehicle may have wheels that extend beyond fenders or other guards.
• All vehicles/floats must have valid drivers license, insurance & registration

2022 Check-In, Line Up & Staging
Where to Check-In
• Lead Entries: 3rd Street & Roanoke
• Walking Groups: 3rd Street & Windsor
• Vehicles & Floats: 3rd Street & Oak
  o Please gather all vehicles in your Parade Entry before heading to Check-In
  o Support vehicles area able to accompany floats if necessary but must leave after unloading.

Check-In Timing & Requirements
• Check-In runs from 5:30-8:00 AM, Sunday, October 16, 2022.
• Vehicle Check-In Requirements
  o Proof of current:
    ▪ License
    ▪ Registration
    ▪ Insurance
  o Failure to provide = No Participation

Upon Check-In You’ll Receive
• Official entry number to display
  o Vehicles: Attach to the passenger side of the vehicles windshield MUST BE VISIBLE
  o Walking groups: Carry it at the front of your entry for the judges and announcers stage to identify your group
Line Up
- Based on official Entry Number please follow direction of the Parade Representatives in the Check-In & Staging Areas to ensure you park in the correct location.
- Vehicles in the line-up must have a licensed driver with keys present at all times. Vehicles MUST be able to be moved in the event of an emergency. Vehicles abandoned at any time during line-up will be denied entry into the Parade at the discretion of Parade Staff.
- Be prepared for kick off at 10:00 AM. Weather and wait times may be stressful so we ask for your patience with our Parade Volunteers and each other!

Staging Area
- Entries with participants walking or riding in the parade that are arriving separately may meet you in the staging area.
  - Leads
    - Roanoke between Central & 3rd & 3rd Street between Thomas & Roanoke
  - Walking Groups:
    - 3rd Street just north of Windsor
  - Vehicles
    - East side of 3rd Street between Windsor Ave & Hoover Ave
  - Floats:
    - West side of 3rd Street between Roanoke & Hoover

Staging Map

Line Up
- An official line up will be emailed before the parade. We will have a preliminary line up available at the orientation.
- Entries are lined up based on entry number, please use the map on page 3 as a guide.
2022 De-Staging

General Information
- Pay attention to and follow any instructions from Parade Representatives who will be stationed on Indian School Road for assisting with De-Staging at the end of the parade route.
  - Flaggers will be there to help direct you.
- Floats & Vehicles: **DO NOT stop or let people out within 50 feet of the De-Staging area.**

Entry Specific
- Walking Groups
  - You are allowed to walk straight through 3rd Street towards the park if your group will be convening there. Otherwise please exit the road as quickly as possible and follow instructions from the Parade Representatives.
- Vehicles & Floats
  - If you need to let off passengers or quick break down please do so once you have successfully cleared the De-Staging area by at least 50 feet. Pull over to the curb to allow traffic to continue to move past, once passengers have been dropped off and your vehicle secured please exit the area in a safe manner.
  - For more complex disassembly please use a side street off of 2nd or 4th Street
  - The City of Phoenix opens up the road immediately following the parade so please be efficient and move out of the area as quickly as possible while remaining safe.

**Please remember not to block access for additional entries De-Staging behind you it can impact the flow of the parade.**